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ABSTRACT.:

BREATH TESTING IN NEW SOUTH WALES:
HOW GOOD A DETERRENT?

An attempt is desc'Y"ibed to establish 7..Jhethep the police
testing pl'og1"aJn -in New South Wales, which eommeneJed in uec'emi,e"
1968, has been effective in "educing fatalities on the "Oad8
to estimate the 7"educt;ionin ,fatalities associated with the
pr>ogroam.

The basic hypothesis under>lying the analysis ·i8 that poHce
bl"eath testing has acted aB a deteroT'ent on drinking dPivel"B
lead'ing to a r>educt'ion in 1'000 ,fatal-ities, and that this
eJan be measu.,.ed by statistIcal assoa{ation bet7tveen Ia~al:it'ie.
and the number> of 8eJ1"eening tests eondueted by the porioe.

The hypothesis UJas tested by oonstPueting an econometPie model
seven el-asses of draiveT' and passenger> ,fataZ,itiesin New
Walss using annual data fmm 1952-·3 to 1980-1. It "'as ".""e8OO"'1I
to conBtr'Uct this model in or>der> to contr>ol fa" the effeet
fatalities of othe" influential var>iables. The modelling wc'ee".
confir>med the hypothesis that b"eath testing has had a
significant effect on the "oad toU. A simulation using the
led to an estimated saVing of 588 l.ives on NSW r>OOO8 due to
br>eath testing f"om 1970-1 to 1980-1." This is about 6.6 pe"
of fatalities during this period.
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Versus Total Road Fatalities
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This Paper isbehaviour or after an accident has occurred.
evaluation of NBT and not RBT"

THOMSON

Number of pent Number of pent
Screening change Road change

Tests Fatalities
----_._--- ------ ----_.------- ------

1969-70 3000* 1267 5.1
1970-71 5000* 66,7 1264 -0,2
1971-72 18000* 360.0 1137 -10.1
1972,-73 26099 11.. 9 1181 3 .. 9
1973-74 27965 7 .. 2 1257 6 .. 4
1974~75 25958 -7.2 1311 4,3
1975-76 25283 -2 .. 6 1242 -5 .. 3
1976-77 26749 5 .. 8 1279 3,0
1977,-78 28120 5 .. 1 1336 4 .. 5
1978-79 28305 0,7 1312 -1.8
1979-80 29256 3,4 1276 -2,7
1980-81 121620 315,7 1308 2 .. 5
1981-82 115581 -5.0 1302 -,0,5

* estimate based on i ncamp lete data

The number' of tests conducted by police since 1969 .
shown in Table 1 along with total road fatalities in NSW ~s
can be seen the number of tests were fairly constant at ~ 5

26000 to 28000 from 1972-3 to 1979-80. whi le in 1980-1 ~~t
numbers iocr'eased substantially due to compulsory e
testing of driver_s involved in serious accidents"

labIa 1 - Number of Screening Tests of NSW Drivers

It can be seen that total road fatalities have shown no
perceptible decline in this 13-year period and that there
appears to be no year'-to-year negative corr'elation between the
percentage changes in the two series., It thus appears that the
effect on fatalities of the testing progr'amme has been
insignificant. It also appears from the rising trend of
fatalities that the effect of many other life-saving measures
introduced in this period have been likewise insubstantial 
e.g. compulsory seat belt legislation, improved road building
standards (such as freewaY standard highways), improved
traffic management techniques, the penalty
points/disqualification system, better hospital treatment of
victims, etc" It appears that all these measures have been no
panacea for substant i a 11 y reduc i ng the road to 11.





,Table 2 ~ Definition of Dependent

For each of the above dependent variables, annual
fatalities are divided by total annual kilometf'es of road
tr'ave! in New South Wales" This denominator was estimated from
the four Surveys of Motor Vehicle Usage (Australian Bureau of
Statistics) conducted in 1962-3, 1970-71, 1975-6, and 1978-9
using total road fuel consumption as an instrumental variable
for estimating the remaining years" Ideally the particular
tr'avel kilometr'es which r'elate to each fatality group should
have oeen used but these are unavai lable prior' to 1976.

Variables in NSW Fatalities Model
T
m
p,
t

as above for 21-29 yr olds

as above for over 29 yr 0

as above for 17 to 29 yr 0

probability of an under
21 year old driver being
killed

pr'obability of a
female dr'iver
being ki lIed

as above for over 29 yr

probability of an
under 17 year old
passenger being
killed

Used as an i nd i cator of

present the equat ions in a cone i se for'm,
var' i abIes af'e used. The acr'onyms and

seven dependent fatality rate var'iables are

Definition

as above for 17 to 29 year
old passengers

fatality rate for under 21 I
year old male drivers, I
i.e" fatalities per billionl
kilometres of total road I
travel I

I
as above for 21-29 year old
male dr'i ver's

fatality rate for all
female drivers killed per
billion kilometres of road
tr'aYel

fatality rate for under 17
year old passengers per
billion kilometres of road
travel

as above for over 29 year
old passenger's

as above for male drivers
over' 29

Acronym
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MDRU21 I
I
I
I
I
I

MDR21291
I
I

MDR029 I
I
I

FDR I
I
I
I
I

PSRU17 I
I
I
I
I

PSR1729!
I
I

PSR029 I
I
I

In order to
acronyms for the
definitions of the
given in Table 2.
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The seven-equation model which links the dependent
variables of Table 2 with the final set of regressor variables
of Table 3 can now be presented in Table 4. It wi 11 be noted
that the prefix "lG" is used with all dependent variables and
some regressor variables; this denotes that logarithmic
transformation was used on these par'ticular' variables .. The
reason logs wer'e used a p~iori on the dependent variables was
that fatalities and fatality rates ar'e very skewed in the shape
of a Poisson distr'ibution .. Taking logs makes this distr'ibutio n

Many other' variables wer'e found in the estimation process
to have a poor' "fit" such as rainfall pattern, number of
traffic lights installed, change of the urban speed limit in
196A, ch'ange of country speed limit -in 1979, real roads
investment. real disposable income, pr-apart i on of mi grant
drivers, proportion of kilometres travelled in country areas,
etc. The reasons for non-fit of thes'e series var'y and cannot be
canvassed here, except to say that availability of a properly
representative data series for' some variables was a
significant problem. The rainfall series used, for example,
was for' the ar'ea around Sydney Obser'vatory hardlY
representati ve of the whole of NSW.

o

o

incr-eased
by female

a5 above except for
29 year' old dri

extent to which
fatalities are
with 21 to 29 year
clr'i vers
as above except
21 year old drivers

as above for 21
year aIds

crowding on roads

extent to which
[carry passengers

THOMSON

proportion of female drivers
in total driver's

squar'e of PFD

calculated values from equation
1 for male drivers under 21
years ~atality rate

calculated values from equation
3 for male drivers over 29
years fatality rate

population of NSW divided by
total vehicles registered

calculated va!u@s from equation
2 for male drivers 2Ito 29
fatal i tv r'ate

log of vehicle density - i.e.
vehicles registered per
kilometre of total roads
available

as above for 21 to 29
year aIds

PFD2

VD

PFD

TMDRU21

TMD029

TMDR2129

POPVR

PMPOP
2129



BREATH TESTING IN NSW

I. Male Drivers Under 21 years old

+ 0.418(lGVD)
(1. 5)

0.001ZB6 (ATESTll)
(-1.9)

DW: Z. Z

DW: 1.8
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R-sqd: 0.770 (0.704)

R-sqd: 0.831 (0.794)

2. Male Drivers 21 to 29 years old

Table 4 - Equations for NSW Fatalities Model

ly symmetric and avoids such potential problems as
high residuals. Other variables have "LI", "L2", "l3",

suffix; this denotes a lag of 1,2, or 3 etc years which was
in fitting these variables. Annual, financial-year data

the period 1952-3 to 1980-1 were used to estimate the
ions. The number in brackets under each coefficient is

value of the t-test statistic for that coefficient. Also
is the coefficient of determination 'R-squared' both in

usted and adjusted form (shown in brackets), as well as
Durb i n-Watson test stat i st i c for autocorrelat i on"

lZ9 = -Z.433 + 0.ZZ7 (PMPOPZIZ9) + O.01385(PCGMPll) - 0.177(lGSBWR)
(Z.3) (Z.4) (-3.5)

.77Z(lGVD) - 0.OZ4Z(lGFW) - 0.0485(lGFWll) - 0.001458(ATEST)
(4.4) (-Z.O) (-z.a) (-2.0)

.001094(ATESTll) - 0.0007Z9(ATESTlZ) - 0.0003654(ATESTl3)
(-Z.Ol (-Z.O) (-Z.O)

1 = -Z.735 + 0.676 (PMPOP17Z0) + 0.OZ6(PCGMPll)
(Z.6) (3.4)

.034(lGFW) - 0.068(lGFWll) - 0.001715(ATEST) -
.5) (-3.5) (-1.9)

_ 0.000857(ATESTlZ) - 0.0004Z9(ATESTl3)
(-1.9) (-1.9)
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3. Male Drjvers Over 29 years old

DW: 1. 8

DW: Z. I

DW: L9

DW: Z. 0

DW: 1.8

4. Femalg Drivers

R-sqd: 0.753 (0.734)

R-sqd: 0.7Z1 (0.699)

R-sqd: 0.934 (0.9Z9)

R-sqd: 0.913 (0.8941

R-sqd: 0.881 (0.867)

lGPSRUI7 = -0.IZ3 + 0.3574(TI1DRZIZ9) + 0.1784(POPVR)
(Z.Z) (6.9)

5. Passengers Under 17 year, old

,6. Passengers 17 to 29 years old

7. Passengers Over 29 years old

lGFDR = -1.563 + 0.030(PCGI1Pl + 0.IZ5(PFDl - 0.001695(PFDZl
(3.3) (7.3) (-4.9)

lGPSOZ9 = -0.311 + 0.649(TI1DROZ9) + 0.Z53(POPVR)
(5.4) (12.0)

lGPSRI7Z9 = 0.540 + D.510(TI1DRUZI) + O.ZZI(POPVR)
(5.4) (9.01

lGI1DROZ9 = 0.371 + 0.007IZZ(PCGI1PlIl - D.1415(lGSBWRl + 0.533(
(2.11 (-5.1l (6

- 0.0IZI7(lGFWl - 0.OZ433(lGFWlIl - 0.00106(ATESTl - 0.000797;41
(-Z.61 (-Z.61 (-Z.71 (-Z.71

- 0.000531(ATESTlZl - 0.000Z656(ATESTl31
(-Z.7) (-Z.71

A logarithmic transformation was used for each of the
dependent variables in an attempt to 'normalise' their
distribution. Fatalities data exhibit a very skewed
distribution (probably a Poisson), and if used untransformed,
give rise to a problem of extreme high residuals (particularly
with the Passenger equations). A "T" was used as a prefix for
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the male driver fatality rates in the passenger equations to
denote that the model values were used in a
two-stage-least-squares estimation approach.

COMMENTS ABOUT THE MODEL

For the thr'ee male df'lyer equations, five variables
accounted for most of the explainable variation: the seat belt
wear'log rate, vehicle density, the number' of screen tests
conducted by police, the number' of kilometres of freeway
available each year; and the growth rate of NSW gross
manufacturing pr'oduct. The life-saving effect of seat belt
usage is, of course, well documented, while the importance of
fr'eeways has been well demonstrated by Cox. Sear'les, and
Fleming (1979>' Vehicle density tur'ned out to be important for
the m~le driver equations but not the female driver' equation"
This probably reflects the relative impatience of male drivers
as more and mor'e vehicles crowd on to a relati vely fi xed amount
of available roadway" The life-saving deterrent effect of the
screening programme by police has been less well demonstrated,
the main studies being of the effect 'of the Victorian random
br'e~th testing pr'ogramme (see Cameron, 1982).

The three passenger equations are dominated by two
variables population per vehicle, and one of the least
squares estimates of male driver fatalities" The former
represents the extent to which road vehicles carry passengers,
whi le the latter simply r-epr'esents the fact that ever'y male
dr'iver killed tends to take a few passengers with him"

Another vaT'iable important in the equations is economic
activity, which enters the model both explicitly and
implicitly. Thr'ee of the four driver' equations contain the
annual per'cent change in NSW gross manufacturing product
(estimates come from W" D. Scott and Co"),, This variable
explicitly states that as economic activity rises, the
fatality r'~te rises. Implicitly economic growth is in the
model through its effect on vehicle kilometres travelled (the
denominator of the fatality rate) and vehicle density. It was
mentioned earlier that fuel consumption was used as an
instrumental variable -in estimating kilometres travelled;
since the growth of consumption varies with economic activity,
the fatality rate incorporates a partial adjustment for this.
Vehicle density repr'esents the fact that as real economic
growth proceeds, more people are able to affor'd motor vehicles
which then are added to a road network that is growing much more
slowly (increased cr'owding)"
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It will be noted that Cl polynomial distributed lag is
on both FW (freeway length) and AlEST,. The tag on FW
merely that new extensions of the freeway network.~ ••".""se.,t;
part way thr'ough Cl financial year and are not fUlly Operat
unti 1 the next financial year. The type of lag model Used 1
1st deg~ee polynomial, constrained to zero at the head of
polynOmlal.

The tag on ATEST of up to 3 years is quite a 51goifj
feature of the model and denotes the long residual im~act

screening on the consciousness of drivers. The type of
model used here was as for FW, but constrained at the tail ..

It must be emphas i sed at th i 5 po i nt that the above mOdel
and any conclusions drawn from it! must be viewed a'
preliminCl"Y" This is mainly for two raeasoos" Firstly thS

modelling process has not been replicated or the calculatione

checked by an independent agency*" Secondly the variabl:
definitions, transforamations, and model specification
generally are capable of furthera raefinement - no model can be
viewed as being incapable of being improved.

A MODEL SIMULATION ON SCREEN~

Having described the structure of the fatalities model,
we can now r'eturn to the main subject of this papera, The model
estimation process showed a statistically significant negative
relationship between annual screen tests conducted and annual
fatalities for male drivers and indirectly for' passengers"

* Fora a copy of all data used please contact the author at the
NRMA j n Sydney"
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To put the figures of Table 5 more into nerspective we can
calculate the percentage savings in fatalities due to screening

over the
11 years since 1970-1. This is done in Table 6.

BREATH TESTING IN NSW

Thus in the eleven years since screening has been in full
stride in NSW, it is estimated that a saving of 588 male drivers and
passengers lives has been associated with the breath
testing programme. Ofcourse many more pedestrian, motor cycle, and pedal cycljst lives
would also have been saved, as well as some female driver lives.

A simulation was per-formed which consisted simply of
io9 the screening variable and then running the model to

lcul
ate

the number of road fatalities that would have
if no screening had been conducted since 1969. These

lity estimates were then subtracted from the model
imates with screening (i.e. the model which was fitted to
fataUties data) to get the resulting saving in fatalities.
results are summar'ised in Table 5 which shows the estimated

of fataUties avoided since 1970-1 by the classes of

user used in the model"

as a Result of Screening

by Selected Road User Class

Male Drivers
Passengers Total

Under 21-29 Over Under 17--29 Over

21 29 17 29
------

1 2 2 0 1 1 7

3 4 5 1 3 2 18

5 7 8 2 5 4 31

7 10 11 2 7 5 42

8 12 13 2 8 6 49

5-6 8 11 14 3 8 6 50

1976-7 9 12 14 3 9 7 54

1977--8 10 13 16 3 10 7 59

1978-9 11 14 17 3 10 7 62

1979-80 12 15 18 3 11 8 67

1980-81 26 33 41 7 24 18 149

Total 100 133 159 29 96 71 588



Due To Screening Tests

CONCLUSION
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Estimated
Fatalities
without
screening

Estimated
Fatal i.ties

Saved

Actual
Fatalities

Male Drivers:
under 21 833 100 933

10.21-29 1343 133 1476
9.0over 29 2169 159 2328
6.

Passengers:
under 17 818 29 847

3,,417-29 1655 96 1751
5.5over 29 1531 71 1602 4.4

Total 8349 588 8937 6.,6

The estimation process involved in der-lving a model of
driver and passenger road fatalities presented in this paper
established a stable and significant relationship between
fatalities and the number of scr'eening tests conducted by
police.

Thus the reduction in fatalities over the 11 year period
for passengers and male dr i Yers is about 6" 6%, wi th the
greatest reduction being 10 .. 7% among young male dr'ivers ..

and Male Driver Fatalities. 1970-1 to 1980-1

Table 6 - Percentaae Reduction jn Passenger

T~OMSON

This relationship was found to hold after' contr'olling for
the effect of the introduction of compulsory seat belt usage,
the extension of the freeway network and other variables" It
also holds over an extended time period as the modelling time
frame included the period from 1952-3 to the late 1960's when
there were little or no freeways~ scr'eening, or seat belt
usage.

The size of the ~elationship was quantified in a
simulation run on the model, which indicated that an estimated
588 fatalities were avoided due to the deter'rent effects of
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These estimates can be expected to grow in magnitude due
to the fact that in 1980-1 the NSW police Department greatly
expanded its scr'eening programme, thus forcing a greater
awareness on driver's of police presence on the roads" This
effect may be further magnified by the introduction of random
br'eath testing in NSW, as this programme may enable a given
number of police officers to conduct a considerablY gr'eater

number of screen tests"

about a 6.6% reduction in the
would have occurred without the

sCf'eening. This f'epresents
fatalities which apparently
screening pr'ogramme"
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